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                               Sxxmmary

    The Johnson backward-wave tube theory was modified to apply to fre-

quency pushing. Theoritical dependence upon space charge and circuit loss

was calculated. Good experimentai confirmation was obtained with backward-

waveoscillators. ' ''
                            1. Introduction

    The backward-wave oscillator has several usefull properties as well khown;

it tunes fully electronical}y and rapidly over a wide band of frequencies; it

has an efficiency comparable to that of a reflex klystron; its frequency is

rather independent of load impedance; it can be designed to be unusually

stableinfrequency. ' ''
    Frequency pushing in O-type backward-wave oscillators is the variation

obtained in the frequency of oscil}ator when an electron beam current is

changed, the voltage of slow wave circuit being kept on constant. Several

experimental results of frequency pushing appear in literaturei"iO), but no

analyses have been given. It was assumed that this variation of frequency

was caused by the space charge of the electron beam current. This means

 ee Reeeived September 29, 1962.
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that the Pierce' velocity parameter changes with the b,eam current, as the space

charge in the tube increases with increased beam current. Now, a general

formu}ai"i3) of frequency pushing in the O-type backward-wave oscillator can

be obtained after some modifications of Johnson's theory3>. This paper describes

an analysis depending upon both space charge and circuit loss, based on the

following assumptions; the phase-velocity condltions are satisfied; the value of

the interaction parameter C is small and the tube acts as a linear device.

       Z. The Variation of Frequency for Small Space Charge

    Let z{ be the average electron velocity. We have then by definltion

      '        u-=v.(1+bC), ' (1)
where .

           v. == phase velocity of a' backward-wave

            b:==Pierce'velocityparameter .

           C-- interaction parameter ･..

,,,,.l･ftiY, :2",.ghe,,e,iSCg80.Z,9.ezm,,z"Ar2n,k.i2,g:ci2a,sf£,a;.g,gh.e,.v,oiea.g,e g,f,zl･zw.,wave

        ?y,,,, (1+b,,q,)=w,,, (1+b,q)･ (2)
    A subscript st refers to a quantity when l=4, and a subscript O refers

to quantity when l>4t. 4, is the value of beam current to start 'oscillation

and I is the bearn current operating value. Let f and .fgt be the frequency for

the beam current operating value and the frequency when I=4t, respectively.

If ]f-LAtKAt, it may be assumed. that the velocity parameter, b, is independent

                                 of C in the case of small space charge
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1. Theoritical curves of bst

  vs 2C at start oscillation

(2C=<.O.25) and circuit loss, LlllO, as

shown in Fig. 1. This figure' shows the

theoritical curves of b,t vs QC at start

oscillation, where 2C and L are space
charge parameter and the distributed loss

of the circuit, respectively. Here, it was

assumed that space charge parameter and
guide wavelength on circuit are not the

'function of frequency. This approximation

leads to an accuracy of the order C in the

theoritical value of frequency pushing.

Under these conditions the difference 'of
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phase velocities may be written as

                                  '        v.,,-wp, l7 v.,,b., (q-q,), (3)
and the interaction parameter when I>4t can be given as

                                                   '        q-q,(ny4,)ii3. ･ (4)
                                  t tttFrom equations (3) and (4) the variation of phase velocities for 2C.<=O.25 and

        Vpst'Wpo == ℃pstbstqt [(IIIkt)i13'1] (5)
       '
    On the other hand, the phase velocity of backward-wave for frequency

close to At is approximated by the first two terms of a power-series expansion

about .fLt, '
        ?Yl)ll(Wp)di="tdst+(Q)N(l)st)(Oa?(Zv)P),,=.st (6)

where ca,t=27c7Qt･ '
    Remembering that ,
         aoZ.')i'=rmV(D-"(1+Wv",)' " (7)

where w, is the group velocity of backward-wave. The equation (6) becomes

        ?y.,-?y.,,ii %'IS,` (1+ ZzJi,."i,` )((Do-Q),t)･ (8)

    From equations (5) and (8), it is calculated that

                                              '                 `"st-tooiF 1+1.b.S,t,1.,,,i [(-l7Il]t)ii3-1]

                              qttost

                        lI (ft +bSiwl,,,i ) [("lllkt)i13'-"/1]

                             q, giti

                        ==; ftrriilll"l il:3b,,s' [(ua,)tiS-i] '

                                                         tt                                         '                          2n (CN)stbst
              ' =(7'lbcist.[(171kt)if3-1] ,.
                                                    '
be. obUtZlnngedlheSe CalCUIatiOns, the difference of freguency when I>4, can easily
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hence

                      Ichir6 SAKURABA

  yQ,-.fs--(-<i;7Y.blliib,st[(i7i},)ii3-i] .. (g)

      l == }ength of active portion of beam and circuit

     7'Z == llze, transit time of an electron beam down the length, l

     77U -= IA?v,[, transit time of r. f. energy down the le.ngth, l

                            '     [zl,.- czub+ c]nl,

     N = tol12nu, number of guide waveiength on circuit

(CN),tb,t=value of parameter when I==4,, as shown in Fig. 2

         Table 'i. '
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    This is the formula of frequency pushing for small space charge (2C.<..O.25>

and LIO. Conditions at start of oscillation, (CN),tb,t can easily be calculated

by results of Johnson3). (CTb.),t can readily be obtained from dispersion curves

of slow wave circuit and operating conditions of oscillator, likewise.

      '       3. The Variation of Frequency for Large Space' Charge

    3.ILosslessCircuit ' '' '
    As for the case of large space charge (QCIO.75) and no loss (L:==O), it

can be shown that in the evaluation of the charactristic of the oscillator, only

two waves are of importance. In this region, it can be given that b==V4QC.,

(see Fig. 1) If Ij(6-.fg,i=<j(],, (QC), can be approximated by

        (2C)o=(2C)st (17Jll?t)if3 (10)'
oi veH/oecri2ySUpbaSrCatr)ettSerhaigeglvheenSaMe meaning of Section 2- Then the difference

                                                                       tt
        bo-bst=2(2C)kC2[(I7Ikt)i!3Nl] (ll)

    Next,fromequation(1) '' ･ '
                             b = (u-x,.)lz,.C

          db u1
         clv,,- Ov;,T･ ([)v. ･

.,

."(Cdolv1))vp=vpst!IVdipst . . (12)

where the phase velocity, w., is approximated by z{, ' ''･
    If the variation of frequency is very small, it can be assumed that the

parameters except b are independent of the frequency. In other words, the

tube parameters C, N and 2C are not considered to be functions of frequency.

The only parameter considered to vary with the frequency is the phase velocity

parameter, b. The variation of b is determined by the dispersion charactristics

of the space harmonic. However, C and 2C are functions of L making the

frequency pushing term a function of Z In this manner the beam current

affects the frequency of the backward-wave oscillator. The approximation

which conditions C, N and 9C to be independent of frequency leads to an

accuracyoftheorderCinthevalueoffrequencypushing.. '･
    Expanding b about to,t in power-series of (w.-w.,,) and approximating

by the first two terms, we obtain
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        bLi'(b)vp=vpst+(2yprwpast)(cCllbvp).p...p,t ' (13)

    From equations (12) and (13) the velocity parameter b, as I>4, is

        b,-b,,lIWpitS.¥,p" . (14)
    Uslng equations (8), (11) and (14), it is calculated that '

                 a'stp(voi!i i2ifll.lil,)tll':,,1 [(i7ilst)i/6-i]

                              Co(vst

                        . bst                       =i (Tb.),t [(11L,t)i'6-1]

                          2z (CN),t (ny4,)i!3

    From these calculations, the frequency pushing for large space charge and

zero loss can readily be obtained

                (CN)stbst
        AtPA= (7'Z.),, [(ny4t)i!2pm(ny4t)i!3] (15)

    Remembering that

        (CN)a == (CN>st (ny4t)ii3 <16)
and

                 1
        (CN)st=-l;r(QC)k'tf` (17)
    We can derive from equation (15) for frequency pushing as a function

                                                       '        .1(lt:-D.1(5=8((czC'blil))1,IS`[(1711st)ii2"-(aZlllit)i!3] ' (ls)

    Theoritical values of (CIZV),, and b,, are given in Fig. 2 and Table 1.

    3.2 Loss in Circuit

    With largd space charge (2Cll:O.75) and loss (L>O) two waves are of

importance in the characteristics of the oscillator. In this case the value of

b,t is approximated by V42C in the same manner of large space charge and

zero Ioss, as shown in Fig. 1. According to the dervation described in Section

3.1 the frequency pushing for 2CllO.75 and L>O is given by equation (15)

given above.

l/.
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                             '
       4. The Variation of Frequency for Middle Space Charge

    The formulas of frequency pushing that 2CSO.25 and 2CIO.75 were
shown in equations (9) and (15), respectively. For middle space charge and

LllO, we will take the average between equations (9) and (15),

                (CN)stbst
       f3t--ICi= 2([z'la.),, [(IIIkt)i'i-1] (19)

    The conditions at start oscillation are shown in Fig. 2 and Table l.
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          5. Further Considerations of Frequency Pushing

    The variation of frequency considering both loss and space charge were

given by equations (9), (15) and (19). The conditions of start oscillation in

various of QC and L were shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1, using Johnson's

paper3). From these results it is seen that in order to have as small a fre-

quency pushing as possib!e, the electron beam, the circuit loss and the space

charge should be made as small as possible, but the transit time should be

made as long as possible.

    When (TZ.),,=5×10n9sec. and L==10 db, the theoritical curves of I14,
vs the decrease of frequency, 4L with 2C as parameter are shown in Fig. 3.

For (7'1,.),,==5×1079sec. and 2C=O.25, O.75, theoritical values of I14, vs df
with L parameter are given in Fig. 4. In the case where L==10 db and
2C=O.25, O.75, plots of ilyC] the decrease of frequency, as a function of ny4t

with parameter (7'b.),,, are piotted in Fig. 5. In the region where L=10 db

and (7'b.),,==5×10-9sec. curves of zly(' as a function of 2C are presented in
Fig. 6. In this case the decrease of frequency where 2CSO.25, O.25<2C< ･
O.75, and 2C;-})O.75, were calculated by equations (9), (19) and (15), respectively.

      6. A Comparison of Theoritical and Experimental Values

    The Formulas described above indicate that as a result of induced fre-

quency pushing higher beam currents at fixed slow wave circuit to cathode

voltage, produce a drop in oscillation frequency. This is in conflict with data

reported by Kompfner and Williams'), but in agreement with those reported

by Sullivan2), Johnson3), Chang`), Menke5), Beaver6', Pallul and Goldberger'),

OkamuraS), Higuchi9) and KamiharaiO).

    Because the diinensions of tube were known in detail the comparison of

theoritical and experimental values was made with backward-wave oscillators

of Sullivan2) and OkamuraS). First, let us compare the theoritical values with

the experimental data of Sullivan's osciilator2). Experimental values of fre-

quency pushing at 10000Mc were shown in his paper. The circuit voltage

was 1150v at that frequency. In the first piace it was assumed that the

electron beam was spaced out at zero in. from the circuit and the thickness

of electron beam was O.Ol18 in., which was equal to a gap of defining aper-

ture. From 4t=O.62 ma, the theoritical value of starting current calculated

by him, an impedance parameter, K, and interaction parameter, C, are

                   K=-7.29; 21-2.38
                   q,=-O.99×10-2; (QC),,-O.0235.
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    The values of CIZV and b, presented below, were calculated from

at start oscillation,

                          (CN),, - O.3165

                             bst == 1･5197

where it was assumed that the loss in circuit was zero as seen in

Using values calcu!ated

           (Tl)),t=::3.196×10-9sec; (7'1,),,=1.988×10-9sec,

the drop in frequency is calculated by the following equation

                                I1Ist
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                  )i,-fs -= zcf'-i ({liilS) )t,b,s` [(ili},)ii3'-ii

                            -90.05[(ny4,)ii3-1] Mc

    Theoritical values calculated from this equation are piotted in Fig. 7 with

Sullivan's experimental data. In the case where t=O.Ol18 in., g==O.OO13,

OO035, in. and in the case where g==O, t==O.O059, O.O094, O.O177, in., theo-

riticai values are also shown in the same figure, where t is the thickness of

beam and g is the gap width between the beam and the circuit. As seen from

Fig. 7 good experimental confirmation is obtained with Sullivan's oscillator.

    Secondly, iet us compare the theoritical values with data of Okamura's

tube8). This was a helix type backward-wave osci!lator and frequency pushing

measured at 9000 Mc band was shown in his paper. Theoritical values of

frequency pushing were calculated from the fo}lowing conditions;

         l == 7.9 in., length of active portion of beam and circuit

        At=9750 Mc at V], == 1500v

        A,=9600 Mc at V), =1400v

which Vh is a circuit-to-cathod voltage. These comparisons are presented in
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Fig. 8. As seen from this figure, the correlation between theory and experi-

ment was in resonably accordance.

                            7. Conclusions

    The frequency pushing depending upon space charge and cicuit loss were

calculated under the assumptions where the phase-velocity conditions are satis-

fied and the tube acts as alinear device. The dervation was based on the

usual backward-wave oscillator model of Johnson.

    The general charactristic of frequency pushing could be summarized as

follows ;

    1) In the region of small space charge and LIO,

                 (CN)stbst
        Y(}t-YCE= (cTz.),, [(Illkt)ii3-1], (g)

    2) In the region of middle space charge and L)O,

                 (CN)stbst
        A`-A= 2(tz'u.),, [(ny4')ii2-1], (19)

    3) In the region of large space charge and LIO,

                 (CN)stbst
        A`-"]`b= (cz"b.),, [(11I}t)ii2-(11Ikt)i/3], (15)

where values of (CN),,b,, were shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. Good experi-

mental confirmation was obtained with backward-wave oscillators.
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